Large-eddy simulations (LES) have been performed in order to study the tone generation mechanism in four supersonic ideally expanded round impinging jets. The jets have a Mach number of 1.5, and a Reynolds number of 6 × 10 4 . They impinge normally on a flat plate located at a distance from the nozzle exit varying from 6r0 up to 12r0 where r0 is the jet nozzle radius. The aerodynamic properties of the jets are first investigated. In particular, the convection velocity of the turbulent structures in the jet shear layers is computed. In the spectra of pressure fluctuations in the vicinity of the nozzle exit, intense tones emerge. Their associated Strouhal numbers are in agreement with measurements available for round impinging jets with similar exit conditions. The tone frequencies also correspond well to the frequencies predicted by the classical model of the aeroacoustic feedback establishing between the nozzle lips and the flat plate. A study of the feedback mechanism is then proposed by applying Fourier decomposition to the near pressure fields. The feedback mechanism is found to lead to the formation of hydrodynamic-acoustic standing waves. Moreover, for each tone frequency, the corresponding axisymmetric or helical oscillation mode of the jet is examined. Finally, an analysis is conducted using a vortex sheet model of the jet in order to determine the allowable frequency ranges of the upstream-propagating neutral acoustic wave modes. The tone frequencies obtained in the LES fall within these ranges, depending on their axisymmetric or helical nature.
I. Introduction
Jets impinging on a flat plate have been studied experimentally by many authors over the past sixty years. In some cases, very intense tones have been observed in the acoustic field. In his pioneering work, Powell 1 suggested that they are due to a feedback mechanism between hydrodynamic disturbances propagating downstream from the nozzle lips down to the plate and acoustic waves propagating upstream from the plate to the nozzle lips.
Subsonic round jets at exit Mach numbers between 0.3 and 0.9 impinging on a flat plate normally have been studied by Ho and Nosseir 2 and Nosseir and Ho 3 in the eighties, among others. These authors built a simplified model predicting the frequencies of the feedback mechanism based on cross-correlations between microphones. Supersonic round impinging jets have also been investigated experimentally by Henderson and Powell 4 , Krothapalli et al. 5 and Henderson et al. 6 and more recently by Risborg and Soria 7 , Buchmann et al. 8 and Mitchell et al. 9 using high-speed optical measurements. In some cases, a feedback mechanism similar to that encountered in subsonic jets was found. This mechanism happens very often when the jets are ideally expanded, but less frequently and only for certain nozzle-to-plate distances when the jets are imperfectly expanded. Henderson et al. 6 suggested that in the latter case, the feedback loop establishes only when a Mach disk forms upstream from the plate. Recently, for ideally expanded jets, Davis et al. 10 studied the wall pressure oscillations on the plate using a fast-response Pressure-Sensitive Paint. Besides, for planar impinging jets, Norum 11 and Tam and Norum 12 obtained, in certain cases, acoustic spectra with two emerging tone frequencies. The lower and upper tone frequencies were respectively associated with varicose (symmetric) oscillation modes of the jets, and with sinuous (antisymmetric) oscillation modes. Similar tone frequencies were found in a 2-D simulation by Hourigan et al. 13 In order to explain the symmetric or antisymmetric nature of the jet oscillations, Tam and Norum 12 proposed that the upstream propagating waves of the feedback mechanism can be linked to the neutral acoustic wave modes of the vortex sheet model of the jet. They found an allowable frequency range for each of these modes and noted that the two emerging tones observed in the experiments of Norum 11 fall into the first symmetric and the first antisymmetric allowable ranges thus obtained, depending on the corresponding nature of the mode.
In the present work, the LES of four ideally expanded round jets impinging on a flat plate are carried out in order to investigate the feedback mechanism establishing between the nozzle lip of the jets and the plate. The jets are characterized by a Mach number of 1.5, and a Reynolds number of 6 × 10 4 . They impinge normally on a plate located at a distance from the nozzle exit varying from 6r 0 up to 12r 0 . The aerodynamic and acoustic results are presented. In particular, the convection velocity of the turbulent structures in the jet shear layers is computed. The Strouhal numbers of the tones observed in the near acoustic fields are compared with measurements available for round jets with similar exit conditions and with the classical model of the aeroacoustic feedback mechanism. A study of the feedback mechanism is then proposed by applying Fourier decomposition to the near pressure fields, to discuss whether the feedback mechanism leads to the formation of hydrodynamic-acoustic standing waves. Moreover, for each tone frequency, the axisymmetric or helical oscillation mode of the jet is examined. An analysis is finally conducted using a vortex sheet model of the jet in order to determine the allowable frequency ranges of the upstream propagating neutral acoustic wave modes.
The paper is organized as follows. The jets parameters and the numerical methods used for the LES are given in section II. The aerodynamic properties of the jets are then presented in section III. The acoustic fields are analysed and compared with experimental data in the section IV. The tone frequencies produced by the aeroacoustic feedback mechanism are studied in section V by applying Fourier decomposition to the pressure field. Concluding remarks are given in section VI.
II. Parameters

II.A. Jets parameters
Large-eddy simulations are performed for four round jets impinging normally on a flat plate for nozzle-toplate distances L of 6r 0 , 8r 0 , 10r 0 , and 12r 0 . The different cases are presented in table 1. They are referred to as JetL6, JetL8, JetL10 and JetL12, respectively. The jets originate from a pipe nozzle of diameter D, whose lip is 0.1r 0 thick. They are ideally expanded, and have a Mach number of M j = u j /a j = 1.5 where u j is the jet exit velocity and a j is the speed of sound in the jet. Their Reynolds number is
where ν is the kinematic molecular viscosity. The jet ejection conditions and the nozzle-to-plate distances are similar to those in the experimental study of Krothapalli et al. 5 Finally, a Blasius boundary-layer meanvelocity profile with a thickness of 0.15r 0 is imposed at the nozzle exit. Finally, vortical disturbances not correlated in the azimuthal direction 14 are added in the boundary layer in the nozzle at z = −r 0 in order to generate velocity fluctuations at the nozzle exit. 
II.B. Numerical parameters
The LES are performed by using unsteady compressible Navier-Stokes equations on cylindrical meshes for which r, θ and z denote the radial, azimuthal and axial directions, respectively. An explicit six-stage RungeKutta algorithm is used for time integration, and low-dissipation and low-dispersion eleven-point explicit finite differences are used for spatial derivation 15, 16 . At the end of each time step, a high-order filtering is applied to the flow conservative variables in order to remove grid-to-grid oscillations and to relax subgrid-scale turbulent energy. The radiation conditions of Tam and Dong 17 are implemented at the inflow and lateral boundaries of the computational domain. A sponge zone combining grid stretching and Laplacian filtering is also employed to damp the turbulent fluctuations before they reach the lateral boundaries. Adiabatic conditions are imposed to the nozzle wall and the flat plate. The present numerical set up has been applied in past work 14 to simulate round jets at a Mach number 0.9. In the present simulations, a shock-capturing filtering is applied in order to avoid Gibbs oscillations near shocks. It consists in applying a conservative second-order filter optimised in Fourier space at a magnitude determined each time step using a shock sensor 18 . This method was successfully used by Cacqueray et al. 19 for the LES of an overexpanded jet at an equivalent Mach number M j = 3.3. The axis singularity is treated with the method proposed by Mohseni and Colonius 20 . A reduction of the effective resolution near the origin of the polar coordinates is also implemented 21 , in order to increase the time step of the simulation. The simulations are carried out using an OpenMP-based in-house solver. A total of 100, 000 iterations are computed in each case after the transient period. The simulation time is thus equal to 250D/u j .
The cylindrical meshes contain between 202 and 240 million points, as noted in table 2. The variations of the radial and axial mesh spacings are represented in figure 1. The meshes are very similar to those used in a previous study 22 for the simulations of underexpanded round impinging jets. Notably, the maximum mesh spacing of 0.06r 0 allow acoustic waves with Strouhal numbers up to St = f D/u j = 6.1 to be well propagated, where f is the frequency. JetL8, JetL10, and JetL12.
III. Aerodynamic results
III.A. Flow snapshots
In order to visualize simultaneously the jet flow and acoustic fields, three-dimensional snapshots are displayed in figures 2 and 3 for JetL6 and JetL10, respectively. The mixing layers of the jets are represented by isosurfaces of density. At the nozzle exit, the jets appear almost laminar. Downstream, for z > 2r 0 , both small and large turbulent structures can be seen, in agreement with the Reynolds number of Re j = 6 × 10 4 . The near acoustic fields of the jets in the plane θ = 0 are also shown. For the two jets, acoustic waves are clearly noted. They seem to be generated at the wall near the region of impact, and to propagate in the upstream direction. For JetL10, these waves are visibly symmetrically organised with respect to the jet axis. This could indicate an axisymmetric oscillation mode for the main tone frequency in this case. Snapshots of density and fluctuating pressure obtained for the present jets in the (z, r) plane are provided in figure 4. Isolated snapshots must be considered with caution but they provide qualitative results. For all cases, both small and large turbulent structures are observed in the shear layers of the jet. In the pressure fields, sound waves coming from the region of impact and propagating mostly in the upstream direction are visible. Their amplitudes seem to decrease with the nozzle-to-plate distance L. Moreover, for JetL8, JetL10 and JetL12, additional acoustic contributions consisting of circular wavefronts centered around z ≃ 3r 0 in the jet shear layers and propagating in the lateral direction are seen. Given the temporal evolution of the jets, it seems that they are due to the interactions between the upstream propagating acoustic waves and the shear-layer turbulent structures.
III.B. Mean flow fields
The mean velocity fields obtained in the (z, r) plane are shown in figure 5 . As expected, very small variations, of only around 3.5% of the jet exit velocity, are noticed near the axis, indicating that the jets are almost ideally expanded. In all cases, a stagnation point is visible on the plate at r = 0 and a wall jet is created after the impact. The important parameters of wall jets are the maximum mean velocity u max , the distance z max from the wall at which the mean velocity reaches u max and the distance z 1/2 at which the velocity has dropped to u max /2, refer to Irwin 23 and George et al. 24 for instance. For the present wall jets, the values calculated at r = 2r 0 are given in table 3. The maximum velocity of the wall jets decreases with the nozzle-to-plate distance, as expected. Simultaneously, the plane wall jet thickness z 1/2 increases. The thickness z max does not exhibit any clear behaviour. Table 3 . Maximum velocities umax and thicknesses zmax/r0 and z 1/2 /r0 of the wall jets at r = 2r0.
III.C. Velocity fluctuations
The rms values of axial and radial velocity fluctuations u ′ and v ′ obtained for the four present jets are shown in figures 6 and 7, respectively. For the axial velocity, values of about 15% of the jet exit velocity are found in the shear layers of the jets. Peak values are observed approximately 0.5r 0 upstream of the plate, at r ≃ 0.8r 0 . The maximum value around this location decreases from 20% down to 15% with increasing nozzle-to-plate distance. For the radial velocity, in figure 7, high rms values are found in the wall jets. The maximum values in these regions decreases with the nozzle-to-plate distance, from 25% of the jet exit velocity for JetL6 down to 15% for JetL12.
III.D. Convection velocity
The evolution of the turbulent structures in the shear layers and more precisely their convection velocity are of primary concern to understand the feedback mechanism establishing between the nozzle and the plate. In this study, the convection velocity of the turbulent structures along the lipline at r = r 0 are computed from cross-correlations of axial velocity fluctuations u ′ . The results are shown in figure 8. For the four jets, the convection velocity is close to 0.50u j at z = 2r 0 . Farther downstream, it increases, reaches a peak typically at two nozzle radii upstream from the plate, and then decreases. The maximal convection velocity is equal to about 0.68u j in all cases. Overall, the average convection velocity of the turbulent structures along the lipline is around 0.60u j . This value is slightly higher than the values between 0.50u j and 0.60u j found experimentally by Krothapalli et al. 5 for similar jets. 
IV. Acoustic results
IV.A. Pressure spectra
The pressure spectra obtained at z = 0 and r = 2r 0 are displayed in figure 9 as a function of the Strouhal number St. Several tones emerge in the four jets. A large number of tones were also observed experimentally by Norum 11 and by Krothapalli et al. 5 for rectangular and round ideally expanded impinging jets. Given the number of tones in the present jets, only the frequencies of those whose level is about 10 dB higher than the broadband noise level are considered. They are given in table 4. Table 4 . Strouhal numbers emerging in the spectra of figure 9 . The Strouhal numbers of the dominant tone for each jet appear in bold.
For JetL6, in figure 9 (a), the tone frequencies are not the harmonics of one fundamental frequency. Instead 
IV.B. Tone frequencies
In order to explain the tone frequencies found experimentally, Powell 1 was the first to suggest that a feedback mechanism establishes between the nozzle lips and the flat plate. This mechanism consists of two steps. First, in the shear layer, a turbulent structure is convected downstream from the nozzle to the plate. The structure impinges on the plate, and generates an acoustic wave propagating upstream towards the nozzle. This wave is then reflected by the nozzle lips, excites the shear layer, and leads to the formation of a new turbulent structure. The period of this feedback loop corresponds to the sum of the time necessary for a turbulent structure to travel downstream from the nozzle to the plate and the time of propagation of an acoustic wave from the plate to the nozzle, yielding the following relation
where < u c > is the mean convective velocity of the turbulent structures in the shear layers, a 0 is the speed of sound outside of the jet, and the mode number N indicates the number of time the feedback mechanism occurs during one period. The Strouhal numbers of the tone frequencies obtained for the present jets are shown in figure 10 as a function of the nozzle-to-plate distance. Only the fundamental tone frequencies, which are not harmonics of other tone frequencies and which will be called source tone frequencies in the following, are represented. The tone frequencies measured in the experiments of Krothapalli et al. 5 , as well as the tone frequencies predicted by the equation (1) using a mean value of convection velocity of < u c >= 0.60u j , are also plotted. Overall, a good agreement is found between the simulation results and the experimental data of Krothapalli et al. 5 Moreover, the tone frequencies seem to be well predicted by equation (1) . More precisely, the main tone frequencies are associated with the third and the fourth modes predicted by the model for JetL6, with the fourth and the fifth modes for JetL8, with the fourth, the fifth and the sixth modes for JetL10 and with the fifth and the sixth modes for JetL12. Moreover, the dominant tone frequency of JetL6 correspond to the fourth mode and the dominant tone frequencies of JetL8, JetL10 and JetL12 are all linked to the fifth mode. Such a staging behaviour of the dominant tone frequency with the nozzle-to-plate distance has been observed experimentally by Krothapalli 25 for a rectangular supersonic jet impinging on a flat plate. Besides, such a behaviour is typical of an aeroacoustic feedback mechanism, as that encountered in the oscillating flow over a cavity 26 .
V. Study of the feedback mechanism
V.A. Near pressure field
For each jet, the pressure field in the (z, r) plane has been recorded every 50 th time step. The results are arranged in the M × N matrix
where N is the number of samplings, and M = n z × 2n r is the total number of points the (z, r) plane. The pressure field obtained at a given time is thus provided by one column of P all . A Fast Fourier Transform is applied to each row of the matrix P all . In this way, for a given frequency, the amplitude and phase fields can be displayed.
For the case L = 6r 0 , the phase and the amplitude fields of the two main tone frequencies, at St 1 = 0.345 and St 2 = 0.455, are displayed in figure 11 . The results for the first tone, at St 1 = 0.345, are presented in figures 11(a,b) . There is a 180 degree phase shift visible in the phase field with respect to the jet axis, indicating a sinuous or helical oscillation mode. More precisely, based on a Fourier decomposition of the fluctuating pressure on 32 sensors regularly spaced in the azimuthal direction at z = 0 and r = 2r 0 , the mode is helical. Moreover, a cell structure appear in the amplitude field. By considering the two semi-cells near the nozzle and the plate as one cell, this structure contains three cells. One can also note in figure 11(a) that the amplitude is strongly attenuated near the jet axis, as expected for an helical oscillation mode. The amplitude and phase fields for the second tone, at St 2 = 0.455, are shown in figures 11(c,d) . This tone appears to be associated with an axisymmetric mode of the jet, and a cell structure is visible in the amplitude field between the nozzle and the plate. For the case L = 8r 0 , the phase and the amplitude fields obtained for the two main tone frequencies at St 1 = 0.365 and St 2 = 0.445 are displayed in figure 12 . The results for St 1 = 0.365 are given in figures 12(a,b) . In the phase field, there is no phase shift with respect to the jet axis, indicating that this tone is associated with an axisymmetric mode. Moreover, a cell structure containing four cells is visible in the jet in figure 12(a) . The results for second tone at St 2 = 0.445 are represented in figures 12(c,d) . This tone is again related to an axisymmetric mode as there is no phase shift with respect to the jet axis in the phase field. The amplitude field exhibits a cell structure with five cells in the jet between the nozzle and the plate.
For the case L = 10r 0 , the phase and the amplitude fields obtained for the three main tone frequencies are displayed in figure 13 . The results for St 1 = 0.29 are represented in figures 13(a,b) . There is a 180 degree phase shift visible in the phase field with respect to the jet axis, indicating an helical oscillation mode. A structure containing four cells can be seen in the amplitude field. For St 2 = 0.375, there is no phase shift with respect to the jet axis in figure 13(d) , supporting that this tone is associated with an axisymmetric mode. Moreover, a structure of five cells is visible in the jet in the amplitude field in figure 13(c) . Finally, the results for St 3 = 0.44 are given in figures 13(e,f) . This tone appears to be linked to an axisymmetric oscillation mode, and a structure of six cells is noted in the amplitude field.
For the case L = 12r 0 , the phase and the amplitude fields obtained for the two main tone frequencies at St 1 = 0.305 and St 2 = 0.38 are displayed in figure 14 . The results for St 1 = 0.305 are shown in figures 14(a,b) . This tone is associated with an helical oscillation mode of the jet, and a structure containing five cells is observed in the amplitude field. For St 2 = 0.38, a structure of six cells is visible in the amplitude field and the phase field indicates an axisymmetric oscillation at this frequency.
The cell structures obtained in the amplitude fields are due to the presence of hydrodynamic-acoustic standing waves. Such structures were previously observed in Gojon et al. 27 for ideally expanded planar impinging jets. Gojon et al. 27 used the model of an hydrodynamic-acoustic standing wave proposed by Panda et al. 28 and showed that the number of cells in the standing wave is equal to the mode number. For all the tone frequencies considered above, the number of cells in the standing wave is indeed equal to the mode number. For example, in figure 11(a) , there are three cells in the amplitude field of the dominant tone frequency of JetL6 at St 1 = 0.345 and this tone corresponds in figure 10 to the third mode of the aeroacoustic feedback mechanism. Four cells are also visible in figure 11(c) in the amplitude field for the tone frequency at St 2 = 0.455 of JetL6 and this tone is associated with the fourth mode of the feedback mechanism in figure 10 .
V.B. Vortex sheet model of a round jet
The results reported above concerning the jet oscillation modes associated with the tone frequencies of the feedback mechanism can be compared with the theoretical results of Tam and Ahuja 29 . These authors proposed that the upstream propagating waves of the feedback mechanism are associated with neutral acoustic wave modes of the vortex sheet model of the jet. Indeed, by considering a model with finitethickness mixing layers, Tam and Hu 30 found three families of wave solutions, namely the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability wave modes which correspond to the vortical modes of the jet, and the supersonic and the subsonic instability waves which are the acoustic modes of the jet [31] [32] [33] . Tam and Norum 12 assumed that the acoustic waves of the feedback mechanism are related to the acoustic subsonic wave modes of the model with finite thickness mixing layers. These subsonic waves are found to be unstable in a model with finite-thickness mixing layers and neutral, with a real wave number k, in a vortex sheet model 30 . Thus, these waves have a real angular frequency ω and, in a vortex sheet model, they have also a real wave number k.
A vortex sheet model is used to characterize the neutral acoustic wave modes of the present jet, as in the work of Tam and Norum 12 for planar jets and of Tam and Ahuja 29 for round jets. Here, an ideally expanded round jet of radius r 0 , exit velocity u j and Mach number M j is considered. The jet is bounded by a vortex sheet. A schematic representation of an axisymmetric instability of such a jet is given in figure 15 . The pressure fluctuations associated with the small-amplitude disturbances superimposed on the mean flow inside and outside of the jet are denoted by p int and p ext , and the radial displacement of the vortex sheet is ζ(z, θ, t). The linearised continuity, momentum and energy equations of a compressible inviscid fluid provide
where a 0 and a j are the sound speeds in the ambient medium and in the jet. The boundary conditions on the vortex sheet, located at r = r 0 , are
where ρ 0 is the ambient density and ρ j is the density in the jet. The equation system (3) being closed, we can then look for wave solutions of the form
where k and ω are the wave number and the angular frequency of the wave. The system has been solved by Tam and Ahuja 29 . The following dispersion relation is found
where
, J n is the n-th order Bessel function of the first kind, and H 1 n is the n-th order Hankel function of the first kind. A prime indicates the derivative.
For planar supersonic impinging jets, Tam and Norum 12 suggested that the acoustic waves of the feedback mechanism are related to the upstream propagating neutral acoustic wave modes of the vortex sheet model of the jet. Such waves have a wavenumber k and an angular frequency ω which are both real. The relation (6) thus writes
, α = kr 0 , and K n is the n-th order modified Bessel function.
This dispersion relation is used in order to find the acoustic subsonic wave modes of the present jet. In this case, the nozzle have a diameter of D = 2 mm and the jet Mach number is M j = 1.5. The dispersion relation is computed for the axisymmetric (n = 0) and the helical (n = 1) neutral acoustic wave modes and presented in figure 16 as functions of the wave number and the Strouhal number.
Four axisymmetric neutral acoustic wave modes of the vortex sheet model of the jet are found in figure 16(a) . They are referred to as A1, A2, A3 and A4. In the same way, H1, H2 and H3 denote the three helical neutral acoustic wave modes visible in figure 16(b) .
For Tam and Norum 12 , the acoustic waves of the feedback mechanism are linked to the upstream propagating neutral acoustic wave modes of the model. Obviously, they have a negative group velocity, that is to say dω/dk < 0. Such waves appear in figure 16 , on the right hand side of each mode, where dω/dk is negative. Thus, allowable frequency ranges can be defined.
In order to determine the allowable frequency range of each mode, the two limits of the regions where dω/dk < 0 are sought. The left hand side limits are picked on the graphs. On the right hand side, the lower boundaries can be calculated. Indeed, from equation (7), it is straightforward to note that the lower boundary of each mode is located on the dashed line plotted in figure 16 , on which
This line represents the upstream propagating neutral acoustic wave modes of the jet which have a group velocity of a 0 . For axisymmetric modes, for n = 0, when the wave number k tends to the value −ω/a 0 , relation (7) reduces to lim k→−ω/a0
. For the first axisymmetric mode A1, Tam et Ahuja 29 showed that St tends to 0 when α = kr 0 = kD/2 tends to 0. The lower boundary of mode A1 is thus (St, kD) = (0, 0). For the axisymmetric modes A2, A3, ..., the lower boundaries are given by
where σ i is the i-th root of J 1 . For helical modes, for n = 1, when the wave number k tends to −ω/a 0 , relation (7) gives
For each mode H1, H2 and H3, the solution of relation (11) is calculated. The values found from equations (10) and (11) have been shown in figure 16 . The allowable frequency ranges of each upstream propagating neutral acoustic wave modes are represented in figure 17 for the axisymmetric and helical modes as a function of the exit Mach number M j . The nine dominant tones of the simulated jets are also plotted, depending on their axisymmetric or helical nature. The six tones associated with axisymmetric oscillation modes are located in the second axisymmetric allowable band given by the model or just below. The three dominant tones linked to helical oscillation modes fall into the first helical allowable band given by the model or just below. A similar result was found by Tam and Norum 12 for planar ideally expanded impinging jets using a 2-D vortex sheet model of a jet. Therefore, the model seems to well predict the nature of the jet oscillation modes associated with the aeroacoustic feedback mechanism. 
VI. Conclusion
In this paper, the hydrodynamic and acoustic properties of four supersonic round impinging jets computed by compressible large-eddy simulations using low-dissipation schemes are presented. The jets are ideally expanded, they have a Mach number of M j = 1.5, and a Reynolds number of Re j = 6 × 10 4 . Mean velocity flows and snapshots of density and fluctuating pressure are described. The development of the shear layers is investigated by computing the rms values of velocity fluctuations and the convection velocities of turbulent structures. The near pressure fields are then detailed. The pressure spectra in the vicinity of the nozzle show several emerging tones, which agree well with the measurements of Krothapalli et al. 5 , as well as with the model of Ho and Nosseir 2 . A Fourier decomposition is applied to the pressure fields in the (z, r) plane. The amplitude and the phase fields obtained for the dominant tone frequencies in each case are determined. The amplitude fields reveal the presence of an hydrodynamic-acoustic standing wave for each source tone frequency, as observed by Panda et al. 28 in screeching supersonic jets. The number of cells in the standing wave structure corresponds to the mode number in the model of Ho and Nosseir 2 , as previously noted in Gojon et al. 27 for planar ideally expanded supersonic impinging jets. The phase fields obtained at the different tone frequencies provide the axisymmetric or helical nature of the corresponding modes. Finally, the theoretical developments of Tam and Norum 12 based on a vortex sheet model of the jet are used. This model is shown to well predict the nature of the jet oscillation modes associated with the aeroacoustic feedback mechanism.
